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Price Guide for Wedding Displays
Dragonfire are importers of firework materials from around the world, as well as bulk buyers of British
manufactured items. This allows us to offer a wide variety and generous quantities of high quality material in our
displays. Every Dragonfire show is carefully planned for the occasion. Supply us with details of the site, audience,
duration and proposed budget, and we will design a spectacular display to fit your needs, and set it to music if you
wish. Based on our experience of past customer needs, we now offer a range of successful displays, as outlined
below. Delivery charges may apply to displays under £2,000, depending on location – please ask.

Sapphire

£899

A 5 minute display of ground and aerial effects suitable
for venues with good sight-lines. The display is well
suited for audiences up to 200.
Effects featured: Fountains in Silver and Gold; Chinese
Dragon Phoenix and Mountain Flower batteries;
Batteries of 5, 10 and 20 single colour and multi-colour
Roman Candles; Jumping Tiger Hummers; 30mm
Tracer Comets and Star Bombettes; Spanish 3" Mines,
with 60ft colour star plumes; Chinese and Brazilian 3"
and 4" aerial glitter, colour and effect shells; A special
finale bouquet of 72 projectiles fired in 45 seconds,
culminating in giant 4" and 5" Colour Changing
Chrysanthemum shells.

Diamond

£1175

A 5 minute display composed entirely of aerial effects.
A sizzling finale to any event.
Effects featured: Multi-tier sequences from 30mm and
45mm bombette batteries; Colour Peony,
Chrysanthemum and Wave Shells; matching pairs of 3"
and 4" aerial shells; Oscillating Stars; Colour Changing
Shells, 5" Chrysanthemum with Pistil, and Colour Burst
with Rising Silver Stem. A special finale bouquet fired
on three levels with 120 projectiles fired in 60 seconds
ending in 5" Peony Shells

Amethyst

£1999

A display of about 7 minutes combining ground and
aerial effects. Additional features to the Diamond
display include: Giant Trident colour change fountains;
Silver Flower, Purple & Blue, and Whistling Firefly
batteries; A special noisy sequence of Flash, Whistle
and Hummers using Romans, Mines and Shells;
Diamond Sun Wheels, Brazilian Multishot batteries;
Serial shell sequences of 3" and 4" shells and a finale
bouquet of 120 projectiles fired in 60 seconds ending in
6" Chrysanthemum and Brocade gold.

A fully aerial display of 10 minutes, featuring dense
rates of firing which make it particularly suitable for
public and private celebrations.
Features include: Colour matched sequences of
30mm, 3" and 4" shells; Multi-tier sequences from
30mm and 45mm bombette batteries crowned with 3"
Chrysanthemum shells; Two tier sequence of silver and
gold in 3" and 4" shells; Oscillating Stars; 4" and 5"
Colour Changing Shells; 6" Chrysanthemum with Pistil;
Tourbillion effects; 3" and 4" Comet star shells; A
special finale bouquet fired on three levels with 144
projectiles fired in 60 seconds, ending with two 6"
Colour Change Chrysanthemum with Pistil.

Opal

Emerald

Platinum

£1299

£2750

A grand display of up to 15 minutes duration. Almost
entirely aerial, although some large ground based
effects can be included, such as rows of giant fan
fountains, and multiple groups of Chinese batteries.
Other effects include: Split pairs of 3" colour mines,
firing simultaneously; fanned pairs of 3" & 4" colour star
shells; matching sequences of 30mm, 45mm, 3" and 4"
effects; sets of 3 x 3" Two Colour Peony Shells,
crowned with a matching 4" above; Spanish Gold
Flitter shells; Crossing arches of 30mm comets. Large
display shell effects include, 3 Colour Changing
Chrysanthemum shells, multiple effect 5" shells with
rising stems, Comet star shells, Chrysanthemum in
Ring and Saturn shells. The finale bouquet is a
sustained barrage of two colours fired on 4 levels with
176 projectiles fired in 60 seconds, ending with an 8"
Glittering Silver to Two Colour Chrysanthemum shell
with long lasting stars.

£3500

A 20 minute display created around a series of
increasingly large crescendos. The Emerald is suitable
for public events as well as grand banquets and
company celebrations and may be set to music.
The Emerald features all the effects of the smaller
displays plus: Opening salute of Crackling star and
Brilliant Brocade Chrysanthemum shells; Barrages of
3",4" & 5" Gold Waves and Silver Waves; Matching
sets of 3" & 4" Two Colour Changing Peony Shells; 3"
and 4"cylinder Effect shells; 5" and 6" Double Ring
Shells; Gold and Silver Palm Tree effects; Spanish
Lentejuela shells (White Flitter and Gold Flitter long
duration stars); Green and Silver Cascade shells;
Barrage of Gold Willow with Rising Gold Stem creating
an unforgettable saturation of gold filament. Finale of
224 projectiles fired over 75 seconds on five levels,
with two gigantic bursts to finish from 8" and 10" shells
showing Red Gamboge to Two Colour Chrysanthemum
with Silver Pistil.
P.T.O.

Ruby

£4650

24 minutes of dazzling excitement with a wide variety of
contrasting effects allowing dramatic changes of mood
and tempo.
Effects include those of the Emerald display plus:
Special noisy sequence of Croaker, Hummer and
Whistle mines and shells; Double Break 3" and 4"
shells; Barrages of 60 x Roman Candles fired
simultaneously from three positions; Extended Gold
Willow sequence using 3", 4", 5" & 6" shells; Oscillating
Star Shells in Red, Green, Silver and Gold; Matching
sequences of Chrysanthemum and Peony Shells 4" and
5" shells with rising Silver Stems; 6" and 8" Comet Star
Shells; Barrages of Flight Rockets, fired in sets of 25;
Finale of 248 projectiles fired over 75 seconds on six
levels, with a final bouquet of a 10" Twinkling Kamuro
Shell, an exquisite effect of long lasting twinkling silver
and gold dust, descending in a giant willow.

Gold

£6500

28 minutes of sustained sensation! A carefully crafted
display with the full range of Dragonfire effects, allowing
beautiful gentle sections as well as cacophonous
splendour!
All the effects listed above plus sequences of Spanish
Cylinder shells with multiple break effects; 5" and 6"
Double Break Shells; Spiral Parachute batteries;
Embrasure of Coloured Fire illuminating trees or
buildings; Red Magnesium Parachute Flares (site
permitting); Crossing arches of combined 30mm and
45mm comets and shells; Special Two Colour Ring
shells with Golden Pistil; Butterfly shells and Saturn
with Ring; Golden Orchid and Brilliant Brocade Diadem
shells; 3 x 8" and 2 x 10" Colour Changing
Chrysanthemum Shells and a sustained finale of 90
seconds comprising 366 projectiles on 5 levels
crowned with a giant 12" shell bursting at 2000 feet
over 200 yards wide.

Beyond the Gold display Dragonfire design larger displays to order, often combined with lighting and/or
laser elements (see below). All prices are fully inclusive of transport, labour, materials and public liability
insurance, but are exclusive of VAT.

Pyro-Musical Displays
Any of our shows may be set to music for which we can provide a PA system and computer synchronised firing.
We can adapt the display to a selection made in consultation with the customer, and we also have a range of
successful musical programmes to offer. The cost is from £350 to £750 extra depending of the size of PA needed.
If required the provision of music may be inclusive in the price, with some reduction in materials.

Fire Sculpture and Special Lancework
Another Dragonfire speciality is the creation of 2D and 3D fire sculptures, burning with yellow flame and lasting for
up to 10 minutes. These can be festooned with fireworks and special effects, or act as a separate, gentle element
of a display. Price according to size and complexity from £500.
Lancework in up to 5 colours can be created to represent logos, words or line drawings. Set pieces can be
created as a ground based element of a display. Duration is usually 1 minute. Price according to size and
complexity from £350.

Special Requirements
Our largest displays are always created uniquely for the occasion but special displays can also be created
to suit any budget, and to fit particular site needs or customer requirements. For example we can offer
quiet displays - required by some Stately Home venues, or stage a low level display when close to an airport, or
provide daylight displays for a daytime festival. Some sample budgets, taken from recent shows supplied to
customers, are as follows:
5 minute finale for a private banquet. Prestigious display, company insignia in fire,
use of woods & lake for effects with musical soundtrack, computer fired...................................

£ 2,850.

3 minute dense daylight display for prestigious product launch, computer fired ........................

£ 3,500.

14 minute public display for local authority summer festival, 8000 spectators, handfired display

£ 2,700.

7 minute finale for open air concert, handfired aerial display. ..................................................

£ 1,600.

8 minutes of fireworks and lighting effects set in landscape for corporate hospitality..................

£ 3,600.

10 minute computer fired display, audience up to 5000, mostly aerial, high quality....................

£ 4,500.

40 minute Sound and Light event, original soundtrack, large scale models
combined with five x 5 minute displays during show, audience 20000+ ....................................

£22,000.

25 minutes pyro-musical event, Nov. 5th public display, audience size 12000...........................

£ 8,500.

35 Minute show of Fireworks, laser & searchlight effects, original soundtrack, audience 15000.. £18,000.
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